
Minutes for May 14 
Prescription Pain Medication Program 

Education Work Group Meeting 
  
———————————————————————————————————— 

 
Discussion: 
The meeting began with brief introductions of the members of the workgroup who 
were in attendance. A new chair of the committee was nominated (Ben Reaves). 
 
Discussion then turned to the brainstorming of ideas for the Days of 47 Parade 
(Children’s Parade and Fair) on July 18, 2008 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 
Washington Square. One of the ideas for the booth that were discussed was to 
have candy at the event as a method of attracting children to the booth. Here is 
an outline of specific elements that were discussed: 
 

1. Develop a bookmark (in English and Spanish) that would have a catchy 
design of the brand/logo on one side and facts about prescription pain 
medications on the other. This would be distributed during the event, and 
could be used at subsequent events for the campaign.  

2. Place an outline of a body either at the booth, or near the no-seatbelt car 
crash simulator with the statement “More people died last year from 
unintentional prescription pain medication overdoses that in fatal motor 
vehicle crashes – UseOnlyAsDirected.org.”  

3. Have a medicine cabinet at the booth that says – “The new drug dealer in 
town.” 

4. Have parents complete a small three question survey, where they would 
be entered into a raffle to win some small, yet cool prize. The questions for 
the survey would be more of a learning question and the bookmark (as 
mentioned above) would provide information that would allow the person 
taking the survey to complete it if they had questions.  

5. Use the same backdrop and frame that was used at the press event near 
the back of the booth as a way of identifying the booth and having 
recognition of the logo and campaign at the event.  

 
Booth of Days of 47 Festival: 

- we could use the cardboard prescription bottle as a prop 
- give out a bookmark with the logo and key facts (do one in Spanish too) 
- could trace a dead body in chalk next to the machine that shows car 

accident impact 
- Messages: Rx Kills (2x deaths than street drugs, more victims than car 

accident victims) 
- another prop could be a medicine cabinet with sign “this is the new drug 

dealer in town” “lock up your medicine cabinet”  “clean out your cabinet” 
- conduct a mini survey, do a raffle at the end – they don’t have to be there 

to win 
questions: 



a. do you have leftover prescription medications in your homes? 
b. do more people die from prescription drugs or from street drugs? 
c. how do you dispose of your medications? 

 
Volunteers would be needed to help on-site during the event. 
 
The second topic of discussion was the awareness week. It was suggested that it 
not be conducted during Red Ribbon Week, but partner with another week that is 
more relevant to the age group. One suggestion was National Pharmacy Week, 
which takes place the last full week in October and is sponsored by the APhA 
(American Pharmacists Association). A week centered around prescription pain 
medication and this campaign would be a great fit for this week. Here are some 
details that were discussed in the meeting: 

1. Hold a press conference 
2. Coordinate an editorial board tour up to three weeks prior to the event so 

we can seek editorials from the local media during the actual week. 
3. Place information in water bills throughout the state, referring people to 

the Web site. 
4. Work with Smith’s stores and their pharmacies to coordinate events at 

pharmacies. 
5. Place information in the Utah Association of Counties newsletter the 

month prior, stressing the importance of properly using and disposing of 
prescription pain medication. 

6. Work with local cable stations to broadcast a panel discussion of 
prescription drugs. There was a Brown Bag Lunch Lecture Series about 
O-T-C and prescription drugs titled “Legal but Lethal: Prescription Drugs.” 
Here is link to where that video can be accessed 
(http://www.slctv.com/vd_drug_coa.htm). This could be broadcast on 
SLCTV, as well as other local cable television stations.  

 
No specific assignments were made at this time for the July event or the 
awareness week. Ideas were simply discussed. 
     
Vanguard report:  useonlyasdirected.org 

- Prescription drug pain medication awareness week – state wide 
- we can tag onto the pharmacists’ week in the fall 
- get pharmacies to give out: decal  
- do point of sale signage, put a bookmark at the checkout counter 
- put news in the water bill, official rumor and do a Brown Bag 
- for Brown Bag use the panel from the town hall meeting 
 

http://www.slctv.com/vd_drug_coa.htm

